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Letter asks Bunzel for explanation on Venuto
By Janet Parker
Department of Management faculty has asked SJSU President John Bunzel for
i an explanation in the dismissal of Dr. Peter V. Venuto, assistant professor of
management.
That reply has been delivered to Dr. George Deshon, chairman of the
Management Department. Deshon said management faculty has not yet been told
the contents of the letter and he declined further conunent.
Bunzel was out of town when the letter was delivered to Deshon Friday.
Venuto was denied promotion, retention and tenure by Bunzel for the 1974-75
academic year despite earlier recommendations by personnel committees for both
the management department and business school that the professor should be
retained.
Bunzel’s final denial after personnel grievance corrimittee hearings Caine ii)
February.

The recent letter is the first apparent attempt by an faculty group on campus to
approach Bunzel for an official statement.
The letter was the will of the department," said Deshon, who also serves as
chairman of the personnel committee of the management department.
According to the lette the decision to seek Bunzel’s explanation was
unanimously reached at thi.. May 1 department faculty meeting.
Deshon refused to say win what faculty members were in attendance at that
meeting. He said only that there was a "quorum" of the 217 faculty members.
The letter delivered to Bunzel on May 8 says that the president’s office owes the
faculty an explanation.
"Both the faculty and Dr. Venuto feels most insecure in the present circumstance when the will of the faculty-a will established throughout the most
scrupulous analysis of Dr. Venuto’s performancehas been brushed aside without
the slightest explanation," the letter says.
Venuto has claimed that his dismissal is due to his political activities in San Jose
and their conflict with university administrations interests. The professor had
been involved in a campaign for mayor of San Jose throughout that period

although he has since dropped out of the race.
In the letter, signed by Deshon, dissatisfaction with administration disregard for
personnel conunittee recommendations is cited.
"Many of us feel that Dr. Venuto’s career has been seriously jeopardized not
only at this institution but elsewhere by the manner of his dismissal," the letter
says. "In terms of justice we feel his reputation as a capable and conscientious
professor must be firmly reestablished."
"In our collective judgement he has done everything expected of a member of
the faculty," it says.
The letter continues to cite the strong support of the personnel committee,
Venuto’s performance in the classroom and his "high degree of community and
student involvement."
"We believe that as a faculty living up to its responsibilities and obligations we
have the right to know wherein we failed," it says.
Deshon said he could not comment on what the affect of Bunzel’s reply will have
on Venuto’s future or the faculty’s future.

Hand plowing can be dangerous

Living earned with a horse-drawn plow
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Jim Page contours the land with his plow

By Susan Hathaway
With a plow twice as old as he is, two
huge horses and a love of the earth, Jim
Page is a living contradiction of our
modern mechanized society.
Tall and soft-spoken, Page, 24, has
become well-known in the Santa Cruz
mountain area as the man who plows
fields for a living.
While most people put a tractor
between themselves and the land, Page
said he has found the older, horsedrawn method of plowing to be inexpensive, productive and much more
personally rewarding. "It’s really an
adventure, but one that’s useful," he
said.
Vision of past
To see Page plow a field is like
glimpsing a vision of the pasthe and
his team of horses walk steadily with
the horses’ reins looped around Page’s
neck. His plow is simple and ancient in
design with a rough-hewn shaft he

carved from oak.
He and his team move back and forth
across the land His plow cuts more
than a foot deep into the soil while he
calls to his horses, keeping them in line.
Page’s plow works on a simple
principleit bites into the earth, then
its slanted blade moves the fresh dirt to
one side. According to Page, "The
design is what keeps it in the ground."
Pete, Bill pull
Together with his main team of
horses, two big geldings named Pete
and Bill, Page has plowed, harrowed
and planted fields all over the Santa
Cruz area.
His basic method is always the
samehe begins by going down the
middle of the field, then moves around
and around, in an ever-widening circle.
He said he works "until the horses are
tired."
According to Page, the main problem
he has involves his antique plows and

other implements.
As it has
everywhere else, mechanization has
taken over farming, thus tools such as
Page uses have long been out of stock.
He explained that his newest plow is
over 40 years old, so his tools break
easily because of their age.
Way of life
Despite this, Page said practising his
skill has introduced him to a way of life
which "is satisfying both physically
and spiritually.
"There are a lot of things you get in
touch with that I didn’t even know
existedthe contours of the soil, the
different personalities of the horses."
The current nostalgia craze and the
romance of working the land might
make hand-plowing seem a fun activity
but Page stressed "This is not a lark. It
can be dangerous."
He explained how the sharp metal
blades of his implements are very near
him when he works. At the same time,

Survey shows minority students avoiding’hard science’
By Valarie Mclnroy
per rent are Caucasian; 8 per cent are
The number of Black, Chicano and Asian-American; 6.7 per cent are
Asian -American students majoring in Chicano, 5.4 per cent are Black; and .7
the "hard sciences" remains small per cent are Native Americans.
despite a gradual increase in minority
One of the objectives of the study was
enrollment at SJSU.
to "serve as an indicator of which
This and other statistical information career fields people of color are
on the racial composition of SJSU choosing and in which fields they are
comes from a report published by the needed," according to Ombudsman
Ombudsman’s office.
Mike Honda.
Counseling cause
Each semester students are aked to
Honda said he feels the lack of
fill out numerous registration cards
before they turn in their packet. One of minorities majoring in the sciences
those cards asks students to divulge came as a result of high school counseling.
their ethnic origin.
Opposition voiced
Honda said interest in the "hard
While some students have voiced sciences" must be aroused at the high
opposition to this procedure, saying it is school level.
The Physics Department is one of the
an invasion of privacy, 93 per cent of
the students registered last fall in- "hard sciences" dominated by
origin.
Caucasians. Of the 30 SJSU students
dicated their ethnic
Of the 26,052 students responding, 72 majoring in physics, one is an Asian -

American male and 29 are male
Caucasians.
No Blacks, Chicanos, Native
Americans or women are enrolled as
physics majors, according to the
Ombudsman’s report.
Reflect national average
Fred Holmstrom, chairman of the
Physics Department, said the figures
are not particular to SJSU, but are
generally reflective of the national
average. "I have no answer as to why,"
he said.
Holmstrom said some minority
students take physics classes though
they are not actually enrolled as
majo:s.
The Meteorology Department is
another science which lacks minority
students. The major is composed of two
Chicanos and 68 Caucasians.
The ratio in the Chemistry Depart-

ment is somewhat more balanced. Two
Blacks, eight Chicanos, 18 Asian Americans, one Native American and
67 Caucasians are enrolled in the
program.
Minority jobs
John Neptune, chairman of the
C’henlistry Department, said there are
jobs for minorities in the chemistry
field, but not enough students.
Neptune said one SJSU Black
chemistry major has been accepted to
medical school. Neptune said he feels
more minorities could be placed if they
had
the
necessary
academic
background.
"Most sciences require a fair math
background," said Neptune by way of
explanation for the lack of minorities
majoring in chemistry.
Sciences aren’t the only departments
lacking minority students. Anthro-

pology is one of the liberal arts
programs which is overtly lacking in
minority students.
Two Blacks, nine Chicanos and 67
Causcasians are enrolled in the
discipline.
Jack
Pierce, chairman of the
Anthropology Department, explained
the lack of minority enrollment in
several ways.
He said many minority students are
attracted to ethnic programs such as
Black Studies.
Another reason for the lack of interest by minority students is that
studying anthropology doesn’t provide
a good avenue to a job, according to
Pierce.
Pierce said he felt the number of
students minoring in anthropology
might reflect a greater number of
minorities.

he works with horses which weigh a ton
eachif they decided to balk or run
away, Page could be hurt. Due to this
fact, both Page and his team had to be
was apthoroughly trainedhe
prenticed for a year.
Page came by his present profession
in an unusual way. After dropping out
of the University of California at Santa
Cruz, where he majored in literature,
he worked, rode friehgt trains and
wrote poetry.
Soon the Army was after him. Since
he was a consciencious objector, he was
required to do alternate service to
fulfill his military obligation and was
sent to Bob Backus, from the Santa
Cruz Mountain Ranch to learn how to
work with horses.
Recycler route
Initially, Page was given a recycling
route in Santa Cruz. He and a team of
horses and a wagon drove around the
city and picked up recyclable
materials, then sold the newspapers
and cans which were collected.
Page said during the same period, he
was trained by Backus in how to plow.
According to him, his experience
taught him "to think of the earth as
more than just rocks and dirt." He said
he now has more respect for the land
for unlike the tractor version of
plowing, the old system forces a person
to interact with the earth and the
animals.
’Indescribable feeling
"You can’t describe the feeling when
the plow goes down into the furrow. It’s
turning the green to brown," Page said.
However, Page added that he still has
much to learn about the intricacies of
hand-plowing. "I’m no expert. I’m just
past the point where I’m dangerous,"
he contended.
Watching Page and his horses work
suggests a simpler time, when human
and animal exertion constituted
progress. Page said he finds fulfillment
performing his old art.
"I don’t feel like I’m missing
anything."

Research projects-true love at SJSU
for 3 professors under federal grants
By Nancy Baker
Stealing spare minutes between classes, in the evenings and on weekends,
several professors at SJSU are deeply involved with one of their true loves, and the
name of that compelling, consuming passion is research.
They are love struck, or seem to be so, and devote to their research projects
what time and enthusiasm they have left over after the long class hours and committee work at SJSU. Their research is their hobby; few interpret it as part of their
job._
The setting for the romance with research is not always in some dimly lighted
dungeon laboratory. One of the many SJSU researchers uses a Panama jungle as
’his test tube; another a room-sized birdcage, a third, a rotating drum.
These three men, from departments like psychology, meteorology, and biology,
are receiving federal grants for their projects, coordinated through Dr. Ellen
Weaver and the Office of Research Development on campus. Ther projects represent only a few of those being funded.
Dr. Robert Head is one of the three. His office is in the Department of Ecology in
Duncan Hall, but his work is on the jungle river in Panama.
During a six-month sabbatical and six-month leave without pay, Dr. Read
traveled down the Pan American highway, canoed up the Bayano River for seven
hours, climbed another 500 ft. and set up his camp. He is studying what will happen
to certain disease-carrying insects when the Bayano is dammed and the area is
flooded.
The flooding, which will begin in 1975, will leave all hut his hilltop camp under
water so he can continue studying the changes in climate, current diseases and
insect populations.
He said he hopes to do some predicting when his five-year study is completed,
especially in situations where mankind is moving into previously undisturbed
areas.
He explained that the bulldozer, used to build dams and roads, is providing an
avenue out of the jungle and into the cities for certain diseases.
Other diseases may be adversely effected by man’s intrustion. Needing a certain
humidity and temperature, adult insects will be hampered in their mobility when
the wet, shady jungle is cut down. Eggs in the larvae stage are expecially

dependent on high humidity.
Read speculated on the future of some diseases, like the tropical ulcer which
causes sores on the arms, necks and hands. Carried by a sandfly which lives in the
forest, the disease may decrease as the jungle forest does.
Another, jungle yellow fever, is a disease inflicted on monkeys and is carried by
mosquitos in the canopy of the forest. As the monkeys disapper and high grasses
grow, the mosquitos may have a new victimman the builder.
Read said he and his co-workers, including a biologist and a medical team, were
looking for patterns more than specific cases.
He has had to gather data on rainfall, forest rain drop, temperature, humidity,
wind speeds and evaporation. These factors affect not only the densities of the
insects, but also their biting, resting, irawling and breeding habits. The data are
now in computer banks.
Ti) gather this information, he and his assistants often had to develop their own
techniques, including a special rain gauge. They build a temporary camp, cut
trails, and built two towers to support instrumentation from the ground to the top
of the forest. They also constructed a 150 ft. steel suspension bridge, partially
funded by National Georgraphic and requiring helicopters to transport the materials.
They also learned how to survive in the jungle. The best time to work, they found,
was between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. since mornings and afternoons became too humid.
They learned when and how to prepared camp and often ate wild pigs.
Read said they encountered problems in their research, particularly in
studying some exotic diseases. One, Chagas, is very debilitating and causes the
heart to enlarge for a slow form of death. To collect the insects carrying Chagas,
he and his assistants became live bait. As soon as an insect would land, they would
suck it off and bottle it in liquid nitrogen. They made hourly checks for 24 hours a
day, counting the insects, measuring the climate factors as well. The insects, once
counted, were ground up and put into a culture. Animals were then innoculated
with the culture.
Read will return to his laboratory this summer and will spend two weeks ever
winter under a three-year grant from the National Institute of Health. He meanwhile continues teaching at SJSU, as he has since 1961.

Dr. Brant Clark
Some of the laboratories are closer to campus than Read’s. Dr. Brant Clark uses
the equipment just up the freeway at NASA’s Ames Research Center in Mountain
View.
Clark, a professor of psychology is studying man in motion -why he
psychologically and physiologically reacts as he does to changes in movement.
Intrigued especially with the effects of velocity changes in a rotating motion, he
hopes to apply his research to practical needs, training airline pilots to recognize
the disorientation, optical illusion and motion sickness possible during flight.
see page four
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The chamber of horrors
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From many reports, the
women’s facility at the Elmwood
jail appears to be a Kafkaesque
chamber of horrors where female
inmates are confined without
regard to health, exercise or any
meaningful activity.
Despite the fact most inmates
are there due to minor offenses or
drugs, women at Elmwood are
treated like incorrigible criminals
and are not allowed even some of
the minimal rights given to the
more numerous male prisoners.
According to many people close
to the problem, the issue involves
the discrimination of women by the
male bureaucracy and the society
at large. Women in jail bear the
double burden of being women and
in jail.
But who is to blame for this
situation?
It appears that female inmates
are caught in the same ad-

ministrative red tape that restricts
many other groups.
Initial authority over Elmwood
belongs to the County Executive’s
Office, consisting of a group of
male administrators. These men,
according to some reports, have
never personally visited Elmwood,
yet they are in the position of
making recommendations to the
Board of Supervisors.
How can anyone know the true
conditions at Elmwood if they have
never been there?
Of the many proposals made to
the County Executive by many
lawyers and other investigators of
tile problem, only one recommendation has been carried outthat of contact visits for female
inmates.
Among the many other improvements suggested, many
which have been proven elsewhere
as inexpensive, progressive and

The reason for this is inconceivable. The only possible
explanation is that the maledominated power structure in this
county is overly conservative and
unconcerned for the plight of
incarcerated women.
Add to this the fact that the
criminal justice system in Santa
Clara County is considered one of
the best in the country and the
plight of women in jail all over the
nation becomes truly abominable.
In a country which boasts of
itself as the most enlightened,
progressive and humane, why is it
that a segment of the populaticai is
shoved under the rug like so much
dirty laundry?

Letters
to the editor
Types(’ er d r

ks?

Editor:
Results imply it,
Though he deny it.
Methinks
Your typesetter drinks!
Edward J. Laurie
Marketing Department
Chairman
retell lion

Editor:
I would like to object to the
possible non-retention of Monsieur
Herve Le Mansec, a probationary
instructor in the
Foreign
Lanugages Department.
I have been a student of M. Le
Mansec for the past year and I feel
that he is an excellent teacher with
superb command of his subject and
an excellent repore with his
students. His loss would have a
great loss to the Foreign Language
Department
I am attending SJSU in order to
get the best possible education, and
vital to that goal is the availability
of good teachers. Persons with a
string of degrees and recent
publications do not automatically
qualify for the title of good teacher.
H. Le Mansec, however, qualifies
quite easily.
I beg the administration to
consider the consensus of his
students who after all, are what
this university are all about.
Cheryl Downey,
Journalism, sophomore

11

Take the first step-strike for student rights
Student strike.
We haven’t seen a strike on this
campus for many years, and yet it
seems it is time to take that drastic
step again.
Today the issue is the 80-20
"steady state" policy of the
university administration, a muchfought but little understood
declaration of teachers’ non-rights.
Tomorrow’s one-day strike
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.) has been
called to protest the dismissal of
SJSU temporary and probationary
faculty members under the 80-20
policy.
The new policy states that 80 per
cent of the faculty should be
tenured, while the other 20 per cent
remain "temporary" faculty,
rehired ( or fired) every two years.
Students
voted
almost
unanimously to oppose the 80-20
policy in the A.S. elections two
weeks ago. In that vote 3,518 voted
against 80-20, with 298 in favor of
President John H. Bunzel’s policy.
Strike formulators-including
representatives of departments
hardest hit (so far) by the firing of
temporary faculty-have also called
students to support the fired
professors.
Students from the drama
department, economics department, foreign language department, and Mexican -American
Graduate Studies ( MAGS) apparently feel a strike is the only
way to show the administration the
students mean business.
We agree.
In addition, strike planners
emphasize that the new policy will
have effects across the board, not
just in the four departments in the
news lately.
Strikers are also emphasizing
support for Affirmative Action, a
policy designed to increase fair
practices in hiring women and
minorities.
Paradoxically, however, strike
planners say 80-20 smacks of a
quota system which, of course,
none of us likes) yet claim Affirmative Action does not.
No matter. The strikers have a

valid point, and that is in the area
of student rights.
Admittedly, the student at SJSU
has few, if any, rights in determining the quality of education we
receive, including faculty hiring,
retention and tenure practices and
instruction ideals.
The strike itself is hastily called,
but hopefully not poorly planned.
Strike instigators felt next
semester would be too late for
those faculty members already
fired, and also felt students would
be too "cooled down" to make any
lasting impact on the administration.
In fact, the administration has
decided to wait until June 1 to
announce the names of faculty

But a strike ( like tomorrow’s) L2
a big indicator of the new mood oi
campus’ across the country-tha
students want more say in then:
education. Whether we pay $96 foie
a semester or $250 per unit, adb
ministrators should take the tim(
to find out how students feel. Nexl
11
semester is too late.
But we can tell them tomorrown
Support the strike. Skip youi
classes and join fellow students or,,
Seventh Street. We have nothing tc;I:
lose and, hopefully, much to gain
Lee Dickason Smau,

New age --no tortillas
ME(HA
There was a time when virginity
was a main issue. Really! Even
college graduates, "educated,"
and having a number of degrees
were apt to get involved in the
polemics over virgins. Chicanos
and Chicanas were no exception.
But things are different now.
Today, with Watergate, the Pill,
women’s lib and other goodies; the
issues have changed. The
Movimiento has revolutionized
many aspects of our culture. It’s a
new day. Promiscuity is a virtue.
The dreams of the Chicano
Aztlanes have shifted. The old, too
idealistic wishes have made way
for new ones, closer to reality.
So what’s happening today? No
one knows how to cook tortillas!
That’s what is happening. )the
tortilla, as we all know, has been
around for centuries. Our first
visitors almost 500 years ago, were
offered, and they enjoyed some of

Dr. Terry Christensen
Political Science professor
minorities and Democrats vote.
Thus by traditional democratic
standards, the change of election
dates seems good. More people will
vote and the electorate will be
more representative.
But will the electorate be more
responsible? Probably not. If
anything, this enlarged electorate
will be less capable of making
knowledgeable choices.
There will be 100 candidates for
23 offices on the Democratic
primary ballot. Most of us will
make our choices on the basis of
name recognition and random bits
of information that happen our
way. Very few voters will attend
candidate forums or in other ways
attempt to assess more than a few
candidates.
If name recognition becomes
more important, local candidates
who are incumbents, or can afford
big media and street sign campaigns, or have the endorsement
and favorable coverage of the
Mercury-News will gain.
Candidates with effective and
well financed campaigns might be
able to overcome this, but
organizing and financing an effective campaign is also made
more difficult by the shift to con-

members affected by 80-20 (i.
other words, fired), in effect
assuring very little student acticec
against the upheaval.

Good Morning, Aztlan------

City politics as a sideshow
This year for the first time, San
Jose will hold its city elections
concurrently with the state
primary and general elections. The
change was made in order to save
the expense of separate elections
for city office, but the implications
of this simple change in dates are
much greater than the cost of
elections. The change also means
that many more people will participate in electing municipal officials and that it will be more
difficult for candidates to reach
voters.
State and national elections are
more interesting and better
publicized and thus attract more
voters. While turnout in San Jose’s
last runoff election was 16 per cent,
on June 4 the turnout is likely to be
well over 50 per cent. In addition to
changing its size, the switch to
concurrent elections will also
change the composition of the
electorate.
In isolated municipal elections,
those most likely to vote are well
educated, affluent, professional,
white and Republican. The influence of this segment of the
population will be reduced when
voter turnout is tripled and more
lower and working class people,
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above all, effective in cutting down
on the return rate of ex-prisoners,
the bureaucracy in Santa Clara
County has consistently dragged
its feet.

IT BECAME ts1C-C495ARY....
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current elections. Candidates for
local office must now compete with
candidates for all other offices for
a finite supply of campaign money
and workers.
People pay less attention to local
politics. Somehow, the level of
government nearest the people has
become the least interesting.
Cith politics is less glamorous
and dramatic, gets less media
coverage, and is generally less
visible than the more "significant"
higher offices. The issues are more
mundane. Even our most local
political institutions have grown to
a scale most of us can’t comprehend. San Jose city councilmembers now represent more
people than members of the U.S.
Congress. And who can really get a
feel for San Jose as a community?
The nationalization of the media
and of American society has
contributed substantially to this
dilution of interest in local politics.
Americans have become too
mobile within and between cities to
develop attachments to neighborhoods or communities or to
learn much about city politics. A
change in election dates may
simply exacerbate this condition.

the best "home made" tortillas.)
In recent years, the dream of
many Chicanos is to find a nice
looking Chicana who is able to take
care of business in the house, cook
arroz and frijoles, Chorizo con
huevo, and be able to cook the old
specialty-like grandma used to
make-Tortillas.
The fact is that Chicanas have
lost the "old touch." Today she
prefers the nearest Seven-Eleven
Store where she can buy the good
old Butter Krust or Chuck Wagon
bread. She might pick up some
canned beans, three minute rice,
some Azuna’s hot sauce and maybe
some of Ms. Banuelos’ factory
made tortillas.
If going to the store is too much
of a hassle, the Chicana might
make it to Jack-in-theBox for
delicious hamburgers and some of
step-mother’s apple pie. Today,
Chicanas have it made. But for the
Chicano, a catastrophe! The thrill
is gone!
We might ask: What about the
men? Can’t they cook tortillas?
The answer is no. It has to be understood that Chicanos for years
were not allowed in the kitchen.
Men were not supposed to do that.
Thus, the average Chicano never
learned the art of making the
tortillas. Hence, the dead art, and a
different kind of disillusionment
for the Chicano-no tortillas.
Perhaps "our leaders" will
recommend that funds be allowed
for studies in the art of making
tortillas. Universities might offer
courses on this nutritious and
tummy filling art. If not, Chicanos
leaving the university will suffer
and may soon be completly exterminated or assimilated (which
ever may come first).
Humberto Zamarripa
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Letters to the editor
Support the strike
I am writing this letter to
3(press my support for
Nednesday’s up coming
;trike. My reasons are as
.ollows:
In Monday’s front page
irticle in the Spartan Daily,
(’arlene Young, the
of
AfroThairman
American Studies was
voted as stating that the cut
n faculty positions in the
Afro-American Studies
Department
was
’disproportionate.’ This
brings up some serious
matters for Third World
students.
The cut was done as part of
the administration’s decision
to go shed with the 80-20
policy, and several other
departments have been
affected as well. Clearly this
is a low blow to students’
desires, as the overwhelming majority voted
against the 80-20 in the
recent election (3,518 against
and 298 for).
One of the things that
hasn’t been mentioned in
discussing how 80-20 will
cancel out Affirmative
Action, is that it will
discourage Third World
teachers from wanting to
come here; as this school
will only be offering a twoyear future to them under 8020.
I call on all students to
strike, and to read up on this
issue, because 250 teachers
will be let go by 80-20 every
two years.
Al Farley
Psychology - Pre-Med Senior

After reading the May 20
Spartan Daily, I feel it is
necessary to comment on the
"Sympathy Strike" this
Wednesday
and
the
unionization of faculty arid
their relationship to each
other.
In regards to the "Sympathy Strike," I have
become tired of students
loosing sight of their rights.
It is good to protest interim
policies and faculty dehiring,
but where were these people
when students sought support for their cause against
all quotas? Seeking tenure
themselves,
perhaps?
Playing it cool to protect
themselves?
I support a strike by all
students. I support the five
points outlined in the Daily
article of May 20. Moreover,
I strongly advocate an open
and equal environment for
voicing and deciding upon
student rights with students
as an integral part of the
process.
Faculty agencies with Dr.
Tidwell and UPC with
George Sicular are uniting to
gain bargaining power to
band together in labor
negotiations with the state
administration. I see no
inclusion of students in this
role and I fear the loss of
students rights in the
process.
Students are too often
duped
into
supporting
faculty causes and ignoring
their own. Student needs and
student educational freedom
are too often trite excuses for
vested interest faculty
causes. Faculty self-interest
often clashes with student
interests. Token students
become ping-pong balls of
support for either side. The
sad part of it is that too often
students cannot see through
the subtleties. Too often
students feel weak and
unsupported in their feelings
and desires about their own
If
faculty
education.
nembers are truly concerned with education and

the destruction of departments by administrative
decisions. they should not
fear standing up and getting
full participatory support
from students and in so
doing, aid students in
realizing and maintaining
their rights. Concern for
rights must be reciprocal.
Strong faculty unionism
will cement students as
line
labeled
assembly
products if they are not included in the process. The
university is not a factory or
a market place. We are not
consumers but an integral
part of an academic interest.
The student protest strike
full
emphasize
should
collective
tripartite
bargaining which would
allow students to sit in
negotiations with full rights
to participation.
In particular, I am concerned with issues such as:
1. Student evaluations of
faculty, the students ability
to conduct evaluations and
the place of evaluation in the
review
promotion
and
process.
2. Students rights to
in
fully
participate
promotion and review.
3. Negotiations over class
size limitation, frequency
and diversity of course offerings, grading policies,
academic
planning
curriculum review and the
academic senate.
With a united effort, this
direction can become a
political reality. I urge
faculty and students to unite
and direct their energies to
implementation of their
group power.
Rudi Leonard’
A.S. President

Reverse racism
Editor.
Tennison’s
Debbie
thoughtful article on affirmative action appeared in
Tuesday’s Daily. It appeared
together with my picture and
a headline which may lead
some readers to conclude
that I do not support the
affirmative action policy
recently passed by the
Academic Council. That
policy
reaffirms
this
university’s commitment to
"the active elimination of
improper discrimination, the
affirmative recruitment of a
multi -racial faculty and staff
of men and women, and the
constrant appointment and
advancement of persons
solely on the basis of their
merits and the requirements
of the university." I share
that commitment without
any reservation whatsoever.
Let there be no misunThis
adderstanding.
ministration and my office
are firmly committed to the
principle of equal opportunity and stand together
with all those who intend
through affirmative action to
ensure that all persons are
treated in employment
without regard to their race,
color, religion, sex or
national origin.
Robert F. Sasseen
Dean of faculty

rep!’.’
Dear Editor
An irate person asked me
if the attitude shown by the
insensitive statement in your

May 9 edition by Dr. Edward
J. Laurie of the Marketing
Department
could
be
causally linked to the fact
that even today such a small
proportion of the best
merchandising jobs are held
by women. The reference
was to Dr. Laurie’s voicing a
"suspicion" that "a Ms. is a
Miss who missed beiog a
Mrs."
My reply to the indignant
individual was to this effect:
"Never mind. When Ed
Laurie’s daughters get a
little older, he won’t have
time to write so many
sprightly letters to the
editor e’ll be too busy
defending himself against all
those Ms.’s at home."
Fauneil J. Rinn
Women’s Studies Committee
Chairwoman

Womett’s rights
Editor.
Here we go again. Once
again, "Ms." Nora E.
Villagran-Reimer has taken
her busy little head out of the
Psychology
Department
long enough to grace the
pages of the Spartan Daily
with her infinite wisdom.
This time, we are fortunate enough to have "Ms."
Villagran-Reimer’s keen
analysis of the Valerie
Mclnroy "women’s rights"
article. The letter begins,
appropriately, with a short,
succinct description of
Valerie Mclnroy.
"Unfortunately
for
womankind," says "Ms."
Nora, "Ms. Mclnroy is not
only totally ignorant of the
meaning of the women’s
rights struggle, but she also
uses
blatantly
sexist
language."
Imagine that; we narrowly
missed fatal deception at the
hands of "Ms." Mclnroy, but
were rescued at the last
minute by crusader Nora!
The letter continues by
assuring us that it is
definitely true that the
"purity of womanhood"
concept is man’s way of
keeping women
home.
Surely, such an obvious fact
needs no explanation!
"Ms." Nora then reveals
her long-hidden capacity for
leadership and originality by
giving us a truly clever
rallying cry: "Chastity is the
tool of oppression." Right
on!
But the greatest gift of all

from "Ms." Nora’s little
bomb is the way in which she
has epitomized the absurdity
of a position which calls for a
comprehensive revision of
Webster’s dictionary in
order to eliminate such
"blatantly sexist language"
as "Mrs." and "mankind."
!This, presumably, would
further women’s rights.
"Ms." Nora now attacks
champions of her own cause
who are not ideologically
perfect. Her self-righteous
concern has exceeded the
bounds of believability. What
can we expect next?
Robert Perez, Jr.
Political Science Senior

Editor.
Allow me to burden you
with some thoughts on the
recent attacks on the Daily,
including the threat of
cutting off A.S. funds for the
The Daily has been
criticized for requiring
signatures on letters to the
editor. It seems to me that
freedom of speech is 2:1
responsibility as well as a
right. If an individual asserts
his right to put his views
before the public, he must
assume the obligation of
claiming those views as his

own.
It is charged that the Daily
reflects the views of the
administration, and not the
students. A look at the recent
election turn-out would seem
to reveal that A.S. officials
do not reflect the views of
most
students
either.
50-60
only
Moreover,
students
attended
the
on the Daily’s
operation. Thus those who
criticize the Daily so
vociferously do not seem to
represent more than a vocal
minority.
The Daily is published as

court charges stemming
from his refusal to reveal his
sources in a story dealing
with the Charles Manson
mass murder case.
Farr’s conviction could
result in many long years in

an educational exercise, to
help prepare its student staff
for the responsibilities of the
modern mass media. It is
also published as a service to
students - all the students.

prison, yet he has persisted
in his fight to withhold his
sources, supporting the
stand that a newsman would
convaluable
loose
fidentiality if not allowed
privelege.
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Manipulation of the Daily
by the administration is not
desirable.
Neither
is
manipulation by a small
group of students.
Like any newspaper, the
Daily
has
problems.
Whether the problems are
serious enough to warrant
hasty remedies is unclear,
particularly if the vast
majority of students don’t
seem to think so. There is no
doubt however, that the
Daily’s problems will not be
solved by A.S. budgetary
blackmail.
Steve Wiegand
Mass Communications
Graduate

In the news...
Perjury charges against
Lt. Gov. Ed Reinecke were
answered yesterday with a
federal indictment, after
pre-trial charges were heard
in Washington.
The Republican gubernatorial
candidate,
Reinecke, failed to comment
on his attorney’s request to
drop the charges after the
indictment was issued.
Reinecke commented on
the indictment saying, "I am
disappointed, but I am still
planning on beating these
flimsy charges."
"Quitting is not a consideration at this point, I will
defeat my opponent in the
June primary because the
lead he holds is very soft."
Reinecke was referring to
State Controller Houston I.
Flournoy,
now
top
Republican candidate for
governor.
Top in the polls until a few
weeks ago, Reinecke is
facing federal perjury
charges, and had earlier
requested an early trial date
in an attempt to clear the
charges
before
the
California primary June 4.
***********
anchorman
Network
Walter Cronkite was in Los
Angeles yesterday and commented on the trial of
newsman Bill Farr taking
place there.
Cronkite said, "If Farr is
forced to divulge his sources
it will be another nail in the
coffin of freedom of the
press."
Farr is facing contempt of
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NEW YORK
CHARTER
June 5th
$109.00
TWA 707

HAWAII
June 15th -26th
Only $185.00
Housing Programs
available

Charter flights available only to students, faculty,
staff and their immediate families of San Jose
State University.
For information and reservations, phone or stop by
and ask Barbara Nevins
255 E. SANTA CLARA ST. No.710 SAN JOSE,
CALIF. 95113 PHONE (408)287-8240

STUDENT SERVICES WEST

BESTSELLERS
Week of May 20, 1974
*THE WHITE HOUSE TRANSCRIPTS
New York Post
Dell
$2.45
*THE JOY OF SEX, ed. by Comfort
Simon & Schuster 4.95
*SYBIL, by Schreiber
Warner Paperback 1.95
BR EAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS,
by Vonnegut
Delta
$2.65
*THE GREAT GATSBY, by Fitzgerald
Bantam
$1.50
*PAPI LLON, by Charriere
Pocket Books
$1.95
*HOUR OF GOLD, HOUR OF LEAD
Lindgergh
Signet
$1.75
SE R PI CO, by Maas
Bantam
$1.75
’MY LIFE WITH XAVIERA,
by "The Silver Fox"
Warner Paperback 1.50
SNOVVF I R E, by Whitney
Fawcett
$1.25

Fare based on pro rata share of minimum group 40 and includes an administrative fee of $15. Fare is in accordance
with tarriff on file with the CAB and includes all taxes.
Fare may vary based on the actual number of passengers
travelling. Aircraft used are 8707 or DC9 or DC10 or 8747 lets.
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Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1414
Second class postage paid at San
Member at
Jose, California
California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press Published daily by San Jose
Starr university, except Saturday
and Sunday, during the college
The opinions expressed
year
herein are not necessarily those of
the Associated Students, the
College Adminstration or the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising Subscriptions an
(opted only on a remainder of
Full academic
semester basis
Year S9 each Semester, 11 50 Off
ramp, pr., e per, opy. 10 cents
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Phone 277 31S1
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Presents HD. Laing’s Movie

ASYLUM
TUES. MAY 21 1:30 & 7:30 P.M.
NEWMAN CENTER 79 S 5th St.

You’re serious about photography.
So is the Canon F-1.
To you, photography is more
than a hobby. You may never want
to become a professional. Yet, your
photography is as important a
means of self-expression to you as
your speech. You demand the
same excellence in your photographic equipment as you do of
your photographic skills.
The Canon F-1 is the camera that
can fulfill any photographic task to
which you put it. It can stand up to
your ability in any situation.

Naturally, a great camera like the
won’t ensure great results.
That’s up to you. Yetit’s nice to
know that your camera can grow
with you as a photographer.
Part of the reason for this is the
F-1 system Since it was designed
in totality. it offers total performance. There is nothing "added on"
in the F-1 system Everything works
as it was designed to. and integrates superbly with everything
else. You’ll spend lesstime worrying
about operating the camera than in
shooting And that’s what creative
photography is really all about
Controls fall into place under
each finger. It’s no accident Professionalswho depend on a camera
for their livelihood have a deep
regard for the F-1’s handling. Its
amazing how much a comfortable
camera can improve your work

F-1

Sharing these lenses and many
of these accessories are the new
Electronic Canon EF. with fully
automatic exposure control. the
Ffb, now improved with all exposure information visible in the
finder, and the TLb. great for a
second camera body or for getting
started in Canon photography.
Canon For serious applications.
For serious photographers.
Isn’t it time you got serious?

Canon USA Inc 10 Nevada Dr,ve lake Success New York 11040
Canon USA, Inc 457 Fullerton Ai/enue Elmhurst Illinois
Canon USA Inc 123 East Paularino Avenue Costa Mesa Californi
92626
Canon Optics & Business Machines Canada Ltd . Ontario

80126
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Research projects--true love for professors
from page one
"I consider this fun," he
said of his research.
Currently, he works half
days in the school year with
NASA, and full days in the
summer.
He uses the projects at
NASA to involve his
students. Eight graduate
students and one undergraduate have worked
with hun this past year,
many of them on their own
research. They are able to
work with several NASA use
and
scientists
sophisticated experimental
equipment not available at
SJSU.
Two of clark’s studies
were recently completed.
His subjects were primarily
airpline pilots who were
tested in simulated aircraft
and in a large rotating drum.
Experiment tested response
One rotation experiment
tested the pilots’ responses
II accelerating the rotating
drum, their reaction time in
simulated flight conditions,
and their perceptions of their
motion.

His graduate students
branch into other areas of
the effects of motion, from
an experiment on how rats
habituate to motion sickness
to one on what design of an
aircraft instrument panel is
the most effective.
exstudents
Other
perimented and found that a
subject concentrating on a
task was less effected by any
increase in rotational speed.
Considered top
Involved with motion
research since he served as
an aviation psychologist in
World War II, Clark is
considered by his students to
be one of the best in his field.
But although research is
such an integral part of his
life, he said he would not
transfer to a university more
oriented toward it. He wants
an "emphasis on working
with students and teaching"
which he finds at SJSU.
Even closer to his campus
office than Clark is Dr.
who
Richard Mewaldt
spends a lot of time on the
roof of Duncan Hall with his
birds.

Bird Man Dr. Richard Mewaldt
"I’ve always been a bird
man,"
said
Mewaldt,
professor of zoology who has
been researching them for
years. His interest stretches
back to the fifth grade when
he got his first pair of

binocular. "Spring had
sprung," he recalled, and he
saw birds in fascinating
detail for the first time.
Starting in 1929 as a 12
year old, he has trapped,
examined, banded and

released
hundreds
of
thousands of birds, continuing his studies when he
came to SJSU in 1953.
Currently, he and his
students do research through
the
Avian
Biological

Laboratory on campus.
His projects are often
cooperative endeavors with
other laboratories. On
several of them, he has
worked with Point Reyes
Bird Observatory, founded
by Mewaldt in 1965.
Water content test
One of the studies in
conjunction
with
that
laboratory and with Weaver
at SJSU focuses on the
chlorophyll content in the
water around the Farallon
Islands. About 25 miles
beyond the Golden Gate
Bridge, those islands have
the largest and most varied
seabird population of any
island adjacent ot the contiguous 48 states. The
researchers hope to better
understand the relationship
between ocean productivity
and the ability of the area to
support such life.
Other experiments center
on migratory restlessness in
birds and are set up in
specially designed cages in
Duncan Hall.
One study uses four birds
which, after a period of

Discuss Council issues

Colla, Luzod, Phillips, Stroughter speak at S.U.
By Carol DiMundo
-The growing, pressing
needs of San Jose and the
need to get some fire into the
council by getting Joe Colla
out, is why I am running for
City Council seat no. 2," said
Tom Luzod, candidate for
council.
Luzod spoke along with the
other candidates for the San
Jose City Council Seat No. 2
presently held by incumbent
.Joe Colla, at a candidate’s
forum yesterday in the S.U.
Umunhum Room.
Terry Christensen, SJSU
political science professor
hosted the forum and first of
a continuing series to
present San Jose City
Council candidates, on the
SJSU campus.
Incumbent Coll:* is being

\ JOSE.
PREMIER
A NOSTALGIC
RETROSPECTIVE
OF CLASSIC
1950’s
TELEVISION

Colla is Mr. NO
challenged by Luzod, Fred
I.uzod, 23, is pushing
Phillips
and
write-in
Robert "honest government" and
candidate
Stroughter, in the battle that has called Colla "nonwill be decided with the June responsive," and "Mr. No."
Economic development,
4 primary election in San
mass transit, and the
,Jose.
Coils is running on his past inadequate public services
record, with his seven years police and fireare Luzod’s
experience on the council. stands as a council canThrough that experience he didate.
Fred Phillips cities noise,
said he has acquired for
himself the "majority of . mass transit, and a "fixed
guideline to land use policy"
one" nickname.
He sees the most im- as his most pressing camportant issues as ’tran- paign issues.
be
Residents
should
sportation’ and ’public
concerned, Phillips said,
safety’.

with "what we wish the city
to look like in 20 to 30 years."
candidate
Write-in
Stroughter claims responsibility for founding the
Youth Commission of San
Jose.
Answering the airport
issue, Stroughter said he
can’t see supporting United
and TWA by "putting in an
airport for their use."
Airport expansion needed
While all of the candidates
felt airport expansion was
needed they varied on where
the airport should be and
how extensive the expansion

should be.
Colla said he is striving for
airport expansion at its
present location and has
maintained his "majority of
one" name in this issue.
None of the other candidates favors present
location expansion, but Colla
said "These areas like
Saratoga and Sunnyvale that
will use our airport, want
increased service, but don’t
want to give us the land.
"If we make limitations
such as to wind and take-off
patterns, then the airport
can exist in its present
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The future of mass transit
systems in California will be
heavily affected by the
outcome of Proposition 5, the
Highways and Mass Transit
Guideways measure on the
June 4 primary ballot.
The proposition will free
revenues collected from fuel
and
vehicle
taxes
registration from their
previous function of constructing and maintainance
of the state’s highways and

will direct them toward
research and construction of
environmentally --sound
transit systems.
Even if Proposition 5
passes, voters in an area of
proposed
transit
construction must approve the
construction before its
beginning. Without this
second voter approval in the
specific area of construction,
the funds available for such
construction will be devoted

strictly to research.
Senator Alfred E. Alquist,
1) -Santa Clara County,
chairman of the Santa Clara
County Committee for a Yes
Vote on "5", said, "In 1970,
large contributions from the
major
oil
companies
defeated Proposition 18,
which was very similar to
"5", he said.
That was before the
energy crises was well
known. This year, Califor-

The S.U. Browsing Library and Music Listening Room has
received additional magazines and newspapers to offer
students an even wider reading selection, said Judy Bradley,
coordinator of the library and music room.
The room, located on the third level fo the Student Union,
previously provided only a selection of popular magazines
such as Newsweek, Time and Playboy, besides its music
listening facilty.
But recently it has opened up another section called
alternative media.
The new magazines are more of a leftist and radical
nature, according to Bradley.
Magazines such as M.E.R.I.P. I Middle East Research and
Information Project ), Journal of Palestine Studies, Middle
East International concern themselves with the Middle East
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In the summer months, he
handles more programs and
has spent the past two in the
sagebrush desert of Lake
County, Ore. Studying birds
in the desert cases of the
Hart Mountain National
Antelope
Refuge,
he
researched the effects of
geographic isloation,
noticing colonizations and
II ma so st IN so is No

nians just aren’t going to let
the highway lobby dictate
what is right," Alquist said.
While
proponents
of
Proposition 5 seem to outnumber its opponents, the
opposition has nonetheless
been vocal. Clark Bradley,
R -14th District), in an
arguement
against
Proposition 5 that appears in
the
California
Voter’s
Pamphlet, charged that the
number of miles a person

Cellist Richard Piippo will
appear in a free recital
tonight at 8:15 in the Concert
Hall of the Music Bldg.
The program will include a

411.

ra

Bradley’s
However,
statement conflicts with the
fiscal impact report in the
Califonia Voter’s pamphlet
"The
which
states,
Department of Finance and
the Legislative Analyst
advise the adoption of this
constitutional amendment
will have no effect on state or
local revenues or costs."

The first two
volumes in a
series which reaffirms human values
in today’s world
by Peter Koestenbaum
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First Career Position.
How you present and conduct yourself
during an interview is very important

cg IA"

block front campus - just drop in
294408h
52 South Fourth
-----------------
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

NOW INTERVIEWING

Koestenbaum shows how an existential approach can
serve as a basis for solving daily problems. He explains
how to builds personal life philosophy, and how to
gain insights into oneself to achieve a satisfying life,
free of the burdens of guilt and anxiety.

Choosing to Love
This book offers the reader everything he needs to
customize’ the life-options of love, sex, and family
using extent/al philosophy, for a fulfilling, happy
life.

SI:44mo
Went Agency

4320 Stevens Creek Blvd.

FOR 3
JUDICIARY POSITIONS
Application DeadlineMay 24

INTERESTED? CONTACT
AL FARLEY,
A.S. Personnel Officer,
A.S., College Union

277-3201
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1974 Summer Session

San Jose State University
Office of Continuing Education
(408) 277-2182

MANAGING ANXIETY: The Power
of Knowing Who You Are

EXISTENTIAL SEXUALITY:
We will offer free consultation on interviewing
techniques and procedures to all Graduates.
No charge for registering with us
So what have you got to lose...
Call
244-0756
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Sari Jose State Professor
We built our success by placing
people like yourself in career positions
Our staff of trained professional job
consultants can assist you towards...

Scientific excitement
This sense of excitement is
what ties Mewaldt to Clark
and Read. They each study
different forms of lifefrom
insects to birds to mankind
and they each express an
intense enjoyment for their
research. They are part of a
large group of professors
who are making scientific
study a way of life, not just
an academic pasttime. Their
research is their love, and
they don’t seem willing to
live without it.
mi in no I

trio for piano, violin and
cello by Beethoven, and a
sonata for viola da gamba
and harpsichord by Bach.

NEW!

for Jane or soon Graduates:
CS .13 1111.

Bradley also stated that
transit is not a substitute for
the deficiency that would be
created in new and improved
roads. "Transit systems
require enormous sums of
money not only to build but
to operate," Bradley said.

Ultimately, however, he
studies birds because he
likes to. "I’ve found so maay
things about birds interesting," he explained.
"The ability of birds to
migrate successfully
thousands of miles between a
precise winter home and a
precise nesting home is the
most exciting thing."

Cello recital tonight

Other magazines such as New Left Wing, Guardian Weekly
and South Africa are analyses of liberal and social
movements in Europe, South America and South Africa.
111 addition, 200 books discussing similar topics have been

Des

drives should be no criteria
for the amount he is taxed.

extinctions.
He admitted his research
is primarily pure science
with few immediate practical applications, but he
suggested some possible use
in aerospace studies since
his sparrows are so effective
in "celestial navigation."

recently acquired by the library, Bradley said.
Both coordinating staffs from the S.U. library and
Experimental College joined efforts in purchasing the new
subscriptions, said Carol Joynson, coordinator of
Experimental College.
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Cross country migrants
Mewaldt also does his
research at home. In one
study in the winters of 1961E3, he shipped migratory
sparrows from his backyard
in East San Juse to Baton
Rouge, La., and later to
Laurel, Md. Their ability to
find their way back to
Mewaldt’s backyard is
widely noted in research
literature.

Mass transit future affected by Prop 5

New leftist magazines available
at S.U. reading and music room
GROUCH() MARX in YOU
BET YOUR LIFE 119561

location," Colla said.
Luzod would like to see
Reid-Hillview
Airport
closed, and "promises kept
to Alviso, and the airport
built in that area."
Phillips, also, favors
airport expansion in the
Alviso area.
Stroughter said he would
like to see agricultural land
in the valley be devoted to
airport needs.
Christensen will again
host the candidates for a
council Seat No. 3 tomorrow
noon in the S.U. Umunhum
Rm. and again on Friday.

preconditioning, have been
kept in constant darkness for
three months. The birds’ 24hour daily rhythms have
become
free -running.
Regular periods of routine
maintenance, like cleaning
and feeding, seem to cycle
independently
of
the
migratory night activity of
the birds. Instruments in
Mewaldt’s office monitor the
cages continuously.

Fuiii

,pecial courses and workshops

Intersession June 17 - 21
Six -week session - June 24 August 2
Four -week session August 5 - 30
Ten -week session June 24 - August 30
Grab your pencil and come see us in Journalism Building 1368.
Special Featuie

Earth 20/20: Vision for our Children’s Children
800 p no Tuesdays, DeAnza College, Flint Center, Cupertino, June 25 -Sept. 3)
A free eleven week lecture ser les featuring Governor Tom McCall of
Oregon. This program is a sequel to last summer’s series The Next
Billion Years. In conjunction with the series is a three unit Environ
mental Studies seminar held Thursday evenings.
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’Talk gap between Chicanos,cops1
By Geri Remley
"Attempts to mediate
between
the
Chicano
Community and the police
department are not going to
work because they are
talking past each other,"
said SJSU Anthropology
lecturer, Nancy Geihuffe.
Geihuffe tried to document
what she sees as "political
interactions based on two
different
perceptual
systems," while working
within the San Jose Chicano
comm unit..
An instructor for the past
two years at SJSU, Geihuffe
choose to do her field work
here as partial completion of
her masters degree from
Stanford University.
She contends that the
Chicano’s want to have some
say in police interaction
within their community, but
the police do not want any
outside sphere of influence
interfering
with
their
operations.
"Nearly every Chicano
thought there was a was a
problem with the policeharassment and violation of
right," she said. However,
most police defined what
was going on as "a small
bunch of crackpots that were
trying to take over the
community and influence it
in some way, but that most
were quite happy with the
way things were," explained

Philosophy
professor
will speak
Arturo Fallico, SJSU
philosophy professor, will
speak on "Education and
Moral Leadership" at 3:30
p.m. tomorrow in the
University Theatre.
Fallico’s speech marks the
beginning of a new program
called the "President’s
Annual Scholar’s Address."
SJSU President John H.
Bunzel said the new program
represents a "continuing
effort to draw attention to
the presence of out faculty of
scholars whose eminence in
their respective fields
deserves to be recognized
and rewarded".
Fallico’s address will be
open to the university
community.

Nancy Geihuffe
Geihuffe.
Chicanos form CAP
She said the people active
in trying to influence the
police were saying Chicanos
were getting a lot of
harassment and very little
protection.
For instance, she said, "If
someone stole a car in the
middle of the night, the
Chicanos wanted police to
come immediately and investigate rather than 12
hours later, which once
happened."
Geihuffe was told by
policemen that they realized
there were some men on the
force who were not maintaining a professional image.
"It is difficult for any
individual member of the
police force not to support a
said
officer,"
fellow
police
"The
Geihuffe.
department tends to be a
rather closed community
within themselves."
When attempts at obtaining desired influence
failed, members within the
Chicano community
organized the "Community
Alert Patrol" (CAP).
Their purpose was to drive
to the scene of arrests and
photograph any violation of
rights.
Formalized channels needed
Geihuffe said there must
first be formalized channels,
outside the police department, that police have to
answer to, before this kind of
activity can be effective.

As part of her thesis work,
Geihuffe wrote description of
a trial involving six CAP
members, arrested for
failing to disperse at the
scene of a riot at HeIlyer
Park in East San Jose,
several years ago.
The CAP contended that
they were not given an official order to disperse and
the police van was blocking
their car so that they could
not get out, she explained.
She said at the end of the
trial four of the six were
acquitted and two convicted,
even though all six were in
the same car. The two
convicted had apparently
more or less talked back to
police, she said.
According to Geihuffe, this
trial pointed out that
seemingly if the police and
Chicanos are in two different
worlds, perceiving the world
from their mvm situation.
And they have politically
opposing views.
Police, Chicanos in opposition
"This should influence
attempts of government to
mediate between the two
groups ," she said. "you
have to accept that the two
groups are in opposition and
nothing is going to be solved
by having the two groups sit
down and rationally talk to
each other."
Essentially the police
share a status system and
values with the anglo
community and they are not
going "to step on the toes of
anyone in their own community," said Giehuffe.
"The Chicano is seen to be
on a lower social statue and
the policeman does not face
any bad repercussions if he
infringes on their right," she
said.
As an example of violation
of right. Geihuffe described
an incident told to her by a
Chicano school teacher.
Police burst in
The teacher’s younger
brother and some friends
were rough housing in the
backyard. One of the neighbors thought it was a real
fight and called the police,
she explained.
She said two police cars
came up to the house with
sirens going. The boys,

City feet need Roots.

Ticket
holder

hearing the sirens, jumped
over the fence.
Police burst into the house
with no knock, looking for
the
disturbance.
The

Unless the holder of
number 009583, drops by the
Peer Drop -In Center by
Friday to pick up the bike he
or she won, the number will
be disqualified and another
drawn, according to a
spokesman for the center.
Hopeful winners should
check Friday at the information center to see if
theirs is the new number
posted.

Sport Root.
Leather: New Earth, Coco
Suede: Sahara

Tee-Root.
Leather: Earth, Brown
Suede: Sahara

Berkeley
2431 Durant Ave.

San Francisco
1428 Polk St.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS- loin a college age
ballet class al Eufrazia School of
Ballet
Basic "technique- Or
beginning dancers Small classes,
individual
attention
Bever 11
Eutrazo Grant, director, 241 1300

500 University Ave.
Phone 326-0784
Palo Alto, Ca. 94301

LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave Berkeley, Ca 94705
Be a New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books
"SPROUTS" Sandwiches All kinds
fOr lunch & dinner 122 E San
Salvador Near the University Call
295 5402 tor take Oct

MUSICAL COMEDY DIREC1..... ..1
SO) to direct 2 shows for fine High
Sierra girls camp Exper Call 415
967 4297

SANCTUARY, selected writings by
Jon Christopher Bilingual English
French edition Spartan Bookstore

AUTO MECHANIC (Minor repairs),
Electrician’s Ass’t & Gen Maint. for
High Sierra Camp Exper. 415 967
8612

SWEEPING COLLEGE CAMPUSES
is Berkrnan’s -The Prophit". "a
cleverly eloquent and humorous
Critique of today’s American
society " At Spartan Books or from
Pebl W Kushner, 1335 N Baker.
Stockton, Ca 95203 s295 PCO
TALENTED songwriters & creative
groups wanted by Music Publisher
Producer. Call (408) 791.2222
SENSITIVITY TRAINING & COM
MUNICATIONS GROUP S12 per mo.
each Thurs. 7.30 10’30 pm Sen
sitivity training increases our
awareness of ourselves, awareness
of others, and awareness of the
world around us Messages come at
us verbally, non verbally and in
symbolic form. We will tune into
these messages; and being in tune,
WO will find a way to relate with
openness and intimacy. This tuning
in forms the basis of corn.
munication. We will use a variety of
approaches from bioenergetics,
PSychosynthesis. Gestalt, and
psychodrama. Most sessions will
include a guided fantasy both for
gaining access to the symbolism of
our intuitive side and for expaning
our conciousness and imagination
Facilitator
Reuven
Dawer
SEQUOIA GROWTH CENTER 1208
Martin Ave. SJ Starts June 13
ReservatiOns 2868075
WEDDINGS: Many acres of lawns,
gardens and ponds. Located one
mile off of highway lion Bear Creek
Rd. Would be ideal for your wedding
and reception. Reasonable rates.
Phone 351 5017 for further information
LECTURE -DISCUSSION & FILM on
Jungian Psychology With Or C
Singh Wallia Friday, 8 tO 9 30 pm at
the Psychological Studies Institute,
2251 Yale Street, Palo Alto, 990
Charge.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO-MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIREDOF BEING RIPPEDOFF?
Call CSIS, originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates No
Student refused. Call 289 8681 or stop
by 404 So 3rd St , Second floor (3rd
& San Salvador/
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 30 GPA mw non smoker
rates also Call days 948 0223

JOURNEYMAN MACHANIC will
save you son auto repairs. Moor
repairs on foreign cars Minor only
on American cars Co. VW tune up
522 total, all work guaranteed.
STEVE GEDDES 2700927
AUTO INSURANCE, Specializing in
Auto and Motorcycle Insurance for
students. Lowest rates available all
applicants plated regardless of
record. Call Mike Foley at 241.3900
for quotation.

SAVE THIS AD. Most major brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment Lowest
prices in the Bay Area Call 2522028
after S Pm
4

/ Finals \
HEY -1’M GOING
TO GET MY SHARE
OF $60,000 FOR
MY USED
BOOKS," AT
! V4ite S
SfferftfC

WOULDN’T YOU RATHER WORK IN
HAWAII THIS SUMMER? FOI
information and application send 52
to Hawaiian Summers Dept OF. 1837
Kalakaua Suite AS, Honolulu, Hawaii
96815
COUNSELORS (Single women 2035)
to teach Guitar, Canoeing, Gym
nashcs. Photography & Yearbook,
Tennis, Synch swim, Typing
"E.S.L " for fine Hien Sierra girls
camp Exper Jun lb hug 11 Call
410 967 4297 Day or Ev.

FOR SALE
NATURAL FOOTWEAR

face, said Geihuffe.
Eventually police explained why they were there
but left, she said, without
apologizing.

SERVICE
ACK 6, WHITE
OEVROVING K PR1NTINL
ROOACNROMI MO VII Sb SHOES

PHOTOGRAPHIC

California s Oldest Camera Shop
4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
66 S 151 DOWNTOWN SAN KM
IOU LINCOLN AVE WILLOW GLEN

-906 REOW000 AYE SAN /OSI
U9 UNIVERSITY AVE RAE 0 MAO

CLASSIFIED

CAR PROBLEMS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled mechanic specializing in
Foreign Economy & Sport cars.
Tuneup. repair & front end align
ment. Open Sat. Bring this ad for
discount 297 3690 798 N. 13 St

missing

teachers 14-year-old sister
grabed a policeman’s arm
and said, "You can’t come
into our house like this," and
he slapped her across the

24 HOUR
tVOCII"ItIG

FOOT BLACK LIGHT
S2395
COMPLETE 18" BLACKLIGHT
s1299 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES $750 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES.
IRON ON TRANSFERS 75 cents
iMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES AND
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 80 E SAN FERNANDO
ST

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40
ents per pound Any amount Phone
293 2951
TWIN BED with &erne. No headboard
Good Coed 545 Or best offer Call
Judy 243 4992
NICE DINETTE SET for 3, Good
Condition 530 or best offer Call 243
4992
USED TV SETS COW & Black &
White 550 5250 Dealer 0782682

COUPLES. SINGLES-reliable. cop.
for live in child, pet, houieslIting
assignments Good wages. rare &
board. benefits Transportation retS
req. HOUSEPARENTS PLAN, 3474
Rarntxxv Or Palo Alto 94306 14151
493 4443

NEWER ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS Go,
162 S 10th 165 mo snared basis 293 MI
BOYS 99 5 9th St vs ma tss share
797 9E6 ALSO 468 S 61)1 St $65 mo
shared Kitchen pro, 292 4552 Check
our summer rates
THIS HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR
YOU, Dark wooden interior 3 bdrrn
30th turn. yard Where at? St John
St between 10 11th $700090 264 9367
WILLOW GLEN APT Own room IBS
Bike, bus to SJSU Quiet Grad.. Up
Div Female, non smoker Helen 269
3077 or 294 1025
PVT RM in duplex for serious male
student next to Lucky’s bus. , blk
from campus 197 6679
FURN. STUDIO 1, 1, 3, bdrm. apt
Summer Rates Avail Call 293.7796
or 294 9535
SUMMER RENTAL 4 bdrrn house for
rent 1 bath,? blks from campus 5750
mo Call 297 3380

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING
MAJORS with Sophomore Yr
completed can work summer
related jobs at Libby’s Food
Processing Plant on Sunnyvale. To
apply sign up in advance at the part
time and vocation employment
office at 112 5 9th St Libby is an
equal opportunity employer.

URGENT! Liberal Virgo, Female
needs Female to share my apart
ivent. from June 1 Own room, pool,
laundry near shopping 572.50 rno.
Call Debbie 578 4097
FOR RENT Furnished two Bdrm
close to campus $95 Call 266 2979 ask
for Leon Call after 5pm or 351 5 11th

A.S. LEISURE SERVICES needs
summer staff ..2 day camp leaders, 1
facility supervisor & life guard
Applications available now through
May 72. in the Student Activities
Office

STEADY PART TIME JOB morning
or afternoon Must be mechanically
inclined and personable For in
ierview, call 998 1970
HANDY MAN light carpentry repairs
& painting 4 hrs every Sat al
ternoon or Sun inorning S250 hr Call
Mrs Einno 298 4900
RECEPTIONEST NEEDED lob in
c lodes making appointments,
bilingual preferred Salry I B A
Perminant position, 40 hrs week
Community Legal Services Call 998
5260 Ex 35 tor appointment
HANDY MAN light carpentry repairs
& painting 4 hrs every Sat al
ternoon or Sun morning 52 50 hr
Call Mrs Ernm 298 4900
HEWLETT-PACKARD 45 6 no
guarantee $765 Call eves after 9
pm Sat & Sun mornings 2964610

HOUSING
I BEDROOM IN HOUSE, 5100 mo
kitchen priv color tv, Call Ann 923
5873
2 STUDIOS FOR RENT SII0 near
campus 0125 2 miles from campus.
452 5 3rd. and 1058 N 4th Call 295
7438 or 286.1404
LOW SUMMER RATES: S95 for clean,
1 bdrrn turn apt hot & cold water &
FREE parking
garbage pd
Tradewmds Apts Reserve NOW,
788 7474 or 292 4059
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB-Co
Ed Beautiful building, fireplace.
grand piano. inside courtyard. lot
color tv, ping pong. linen & maid
se, prov parking $7900 share,
99 50 up to 5109 sing 202S 11th 193
1374
FURNISH APTS. Summer & Fall
Applications now available. 230 E
(across from
San Salvador St
Duncan Hall) Call "J B." 294.60210r
2918750
FURNISHED APTS. 2 3 Bdrm Large,
comfortable 1 blk campus Summer
& Fall Reasonable rates 379 4082
FURN. MOUSE 2,3, & 4 bdrrns for
summer & next school term. Fire
place garbage disposal, frig &
freezer, volley ball & tennis court
off street parking Call at 406 S. 11th
St

LARGE ROOM w.Kit. priv 1 block
from 5.15U by Lucky’s for serious
male Student Summer rates now in
effect Call 2975079

’

FURN 1 8. 2 Bdrm Apts Prkg laun
dry, Summer Rates Apply 460 5
11th St or Call 765 2420
BEFORE
YOU MOVE
COME
SEE...LARGE 1 L 3 Bdrm 2 Bath,
Fully Furnished. Shag Carpels,
some Fireplaces, Rec Room &
Heated Pool, Off Street Parking,
Corepiele Security System for cars
and residents NEW LOW RENTS 470
5 lite st CBI Apartments 2877090
WHAT IT IS!!! Large Furnished
Apartments 2 Urn, 2 bath Ideal
tor I Rev mm gas Bar BC), laundry
fac., cable TV. underground prkg
(sum. rates $110 137/ 148 E
Williams 9902494
HOUSE for up to 7 $220 House for 4 $160
Fireplace, newly painted. Parking
lot 11th and San Carlos call 2463023
or 739 5479
I BDRM DUPLEX 565 private and
c teen vy parking 265S Ilth near San
Carlos 2463023 or 739 5479

FURNISHED STUDIO for rent S75
trio Water & Garbage pd. 617 5 9th
St Manager at Apt 11
SINGLE ROOMS, kitchen rights, NO
smokers, summer rates 425 S lath
St Call 787 3125

FOUND Small dog, male, long hair
gray tan & white Call 967 0549
ISO REWARD for info leading to
return of green 10 speed Raleigh
Supercourse was stolen Wed May
15th between industrial studies &
Engineering Buildings Call Ed 026
0678
LOST WOMAN’S Gold Wedding Ring
near South Third St & Williams 525
REWARD Call 269 5570

PERSONALS
’SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
w C P and voice defect is looking
fOr a lasting relationship with an
understanding female FREE rent
uttered in exchange for kindness &
companionship Call 198 2308 ad 5
UNWANTED HAIR
REMOVED
PERMANENTLY by Licenced and
Experienced Electrologist Located
Off 5 Bascom Ave Renee Towers.
295 5911
PRINCESS. I only wanted to keep in
touch, while not looking found your
location. How and why? Nothing
threatening meant by note Please
BELIEVE. SORRY DREAMER
STUDENT DOING RESEARCH on
Women who had Tubal Ligation
operation If you have, Call 2973610
or 379 4839
BOB MORETTI needs your help he’s
been helping you for years Moretti
for governor, 9901110

SERVICES
Close to
STUDENT TYPING
Campus 65 cents page 998 1869
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s Reports Dissertations
Marianne Tarnberg- 137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 356 4248 Los Gatos
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle,
All Natural color photography for
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and a free white embossed album ,
Budget priced tor highest quality
work Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 292
2601
WRITING
AND
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE, TYPING EDITING
CALL 1773693 or 3747004
BEAUTIFUL WEDDING FLOWERS
Save 50 per cent otf florist prices 12
ors exp Discount Flowers 9961252
or 244 6396
PHOTO STAMP your glossy Photo end
sheet of 100 stamps Gummed &
perforated Only 53 00 Stick on
reisornes, letters etc Write PHOTO
STAMPS, 1601 Orchard View Dr
S3 , Ca 95114 or call 766 8783
NEED AN ADVISOR? TEL 269 1596
AM, EVE, HELP IN EDITING,
WRITING
THESES,
TERM
PAPERS. REPORTS, DISSER
TAT ION

WEDDING INVITATIONS printed
Free Gift Every Order 294 1769 By
Appointment Only Vern Hall

B RIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY HIGH quality wedding photography
tor LOWEST
Bay area rates 588
includes gold & while album 60
c000r prints, your choice, full set of
slides
BRIDE
KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES, Extra full color
8410’s SI 75 each
Staff of 20
photographers
Make an ap
poiniment see Our samples
then
decide Open every evening onto! 10
pm tor FREE Bridal Packet Cali
779 1787 or 257 3(61
STUDENT TYPING 50 cents a page
plus paper Call TOITIO/1 on, 0353 396
S I l’h Si
LEARN SPANISH Intensive Spanish
course
beginning
weekly
Experienced native instructors
Individualized instruction Contact
CICLA attn Cristobal Acosta, Ape/0
498 Six A Cuernavaca. Morelos.
Mexico
FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS from
bridal bouquets to alter displays
Expert skill
Special Student
Discount 293 3139 or 3706351
TENNIS RACKET RESTRINGING
Top Qualify nylon & gut strings
Custom strung to YOUR spool
fications by leading professional
Prices start at $3.50. All work guar
anteed Call 179 2654

EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING(
on regimented
Eighth annual
student programs 8 oaks in Europe.
8 wks in Israel Europe, 6 wks.
Europe Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, Inc. 287 8140
EUROPE -- ISRAEL
AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND CONTACT iSCA, 11687
San Vicente Blvd Apt No 4 L A.
Calif 90049 TEL 12131 0265649 or
17141 287 3010
FLYING SOON? Well, "It pays to be
Your TWA
young with TWA"
Campus
Representative
Bill
Crawford 225 7262 can help you
oiake your GE 1 AWAY Float 11 per
imt oft won TWA Youth passport &
take. up le3 24 months to pay w.th a
f REL. GETAwAv CREDIT CARD
*Ca, 2(5 1261 for information after
S 00 For reservat.ons call 298 6600
or your local travel agent
SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
5368 rd trip plus inter European
Ilights rail passes international ID
cards and mot-. Ask for Barbara at
Student Sery, es West 735 East Sr
Clara. No 710 or potential 8301
SIP. CHARTER from S F to New
York June 5 TWA 707 Call Barbara
at Student Services West 287 8240
HAWAII! Attention Faculty 8. Staff
June 15 75th 1385 T I A DC 8 p
housing programs available. Call
Barbara at Student Services West,
287 8301
GOING EAST? Can take rider as far
as Minneapolis Most leave June 3 or
Share gas driving. 277 0167

Sell it

LARGE, Furn, 1 Bdrm Apt Summer
Rates, $80 536 8th St Call 295 7894

with a

I BDRM APT turn outside deck ’
block trum campus 5120 ALSO 2
lieRM for 1.130 48 5 4th Street Call
797 3938
SUMMER RATES, Available now
Beautifully furnished 1 Berm Apt, at
11th and San Fernando Call Ken 739
4510 or a 2535

Spartan Daily

WILLIAMS PARK TUDOR for sale
S72,500 4 Bdrm Bdrrn Fern 3200
Sq. Ft . Lot 70 x 120 Totally new
Kitchen, serene garden & fountain,
Del
Garage
R USCIGNO
REALTORS Call Tom 287 6667

Classified

MUST RENT 1 Bdrm Furnished Apt
on 13th St for this summer while in
Europe Responsible individual or
couple 580 mo 4970400
SANTA CRUZ Summer Rental Sunny
west side. 2 bdrm loath house AEK
Garage. Carpeted. big yard with
Patty close to beach. call John 437
1269

Advertisemeot.

STUDIO APT. Unfurn near campus.
Uhl paid 440 S 10th St WO mo Cali
255 9367
YEAR ROUND RATES? Bdrm 4 plex
Drapes. Carpeting, Laundry &
Storage facilities. Sot pet ok 4 mmn
from SJSU Call 7909146 or 796 6831

CLEAN 3 BDRM APT. $165 mo 621S
10th St Call 295 5144

FOR RENT? Bedroom collage 1 blks
from campus For couple Or 2 girls
Summer rates 579 S 10th St 292
1587

Give us a call at
111-3115

FOR RENT 3 Bdron House 5 11th St
Unfurn org back yard, Nice
basement, ideal studio space 1250
ono on i yr lease Call 1937461 95
urn
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FRIDAY FLICKS presents PLAY IT
AS II LAYS slars Anthony Perkins.
A remarkable
Tuesday Weld
performance, showing how it is (as
it lays I 7 & 10pm Mor Daily Aud 500
by ALPHA PHI OMEGA

TRANSPORTATION
PASSPORT PHOTOS four minute
service 1637 Meridian Ave 1’ blks
north of Meridian Post Office

FEMALE ROOMATE NEEDED for
summer to share 19 furnished house
near campus. Call Pam or Gloria
294 2909

HUGE ONE BORM APTS. Ideal for 7
or 3, tone third bath, carpeting, low
summer rates Maria Lane Apts. 439
S Fourth St Call 998.8619

HOUSE nice, furnished large two
story. five bedrooms, two baths.
Large dining & living room with
fireplace South 10th near school
Garage and ample off street
parking Availalbe 6 15 fOr one year
rental agreement Call 252 4147

LOST & FOUND

APTS FOR RENT Lrg. Quiet One
Bedrooms Studios All Dead Bolt
Secority Locks w w Carpets .
Swimming Pool, Recreation Room
Summer Rates 620 S. 9th St. SJ

BOB MORETTI, the no tuition can
didate for governor, needs your
help Call 998-1110 177 W Santa
Clara. SJ
RED BARRON RESTAURANT is now
taking applications for cooks, food
waitress, cocktail waitress, hostess,
bartenders, food preparation &
busboy apply in person 2500 Cue
ningham Ave 923 6060

4 houses near
Maid service.
Parking 1900
N 8th St 295

MEN -Large. cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 S 11th St

OVERSEAS JOBS
Australia,
Europe, S
America, Africa.
Students all professions and oc
cupations 5700 to $3000 monthly
Expenses paid, overtime sight
seeing. Free information TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO Dept Al
PD Box 603, Corte Madera, CA
94925

One
day

for
WANTED
CANVERSSERS
Encyclopedia BritannIca 15 hrs a
week 52 50 hr Must have neat ap
Pearance enjoy people & walking!
Call Pamela Yard 789 1351

MOTHER OLSON’S.
campus Line. 8.
Color Tv. Kit priv.
share. 25 single 127
9504

STUDENTS,
HOUSEWIVES
8.
UNEMPLOYED. Quick selling
household products needs the right
Person to handle. Quick money
maker Work full or part time. Call
259 1427 for appointment Ask for
Bob Stroughter or Al Torres

KELTY BACKPACK Frame + Bag
eel cond large size 555 new asking
$35 or best offer Call 293 1315

HELP WANTED

LA DONA APTS. I bedroom aPts S115
summer rates w new carpets and
turn Quiet atmosphere, near
campus 385 5 4th St Call Ben, 2013
8383 or John 356 5708

Phone

Address _
Cltv

Personals
) Services
) Transportation

F nclnsed is

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO: SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
CALIF 55114

F Or

_L)ayS

’ Deadline, Two days Prior to
Publication
Consectitive publication dates
only
’No refunds on cancelled ads
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smash
Santa Clara 1-0

Booters

Cyndy Poor--a winner

Faith motivates spiker
By Ron McLain
today,
In
America
church attendance is on the
way down. Religion seems
to have lost the importance
that it once played in the
lives of Americans, according to the latest Gallup
polls,
One doesn’t have to look
far to figure out where
most of the "church goers"
are on Sundays. They are
at home, watching pro
sports on television, which
is an increasingly popular
-religion."
Several famous athletes
their
combine
today
religious faith with their
athletic ability. Take, for
instance, Roger Staubach
of the Dallas Cowboys, or
Norm Evans of the Miami
Dolphins, who both talk
rather eagerly about their
faith in Jesus Christ.
Then there is Paul
Anderson, the world’s
strongest man, who has
lifted more than any other
person in history. His 6 27

pound lift on June 12, 1957,
amazed the sports world,
And his religous faith is
equally impressive.
Also, consider Cyndy
Poor, a junior at SJSU, who
combines her faith in Jesus
Christ with her athletic
ability as a spikester.
The
21 -year -old
physical education major
presently runs with the San
Jose Cindergals, a San Jose
based track team for
women.
To compare Poor with
the likes of Staubach,
Evans, and Anderson, is to
say that she is one of the
best athletes in the United
States. And she is.
She is the 1973 California
cross-country
state
champion. And if that
wasn’t sufficienet, Poor is
also the 1972 and 1973
880
state
California
champion.
Her interest in athletics
sterns back to when she
was in high school.
-I went out for track

DiscouNT

10’4 14) 30c(
ON ALL FAMOUS BRANDS
Cameras Enlargers Projectors
Film Darkroom Supplies Accessories
Developing 8i Printing

SAN JOSE CAMERA
245 So, First 295-8591

THE TIME IS
NOW TO SELL
YOUR BOOKS
AT

eketen

(
Each paperback you sell to Roberts will be
recycled for the beginning of next semester.
Rather than boxing them for sale in mid semester, Roberts gives you the opportunity to save on your book purchases at the
beginning of the semester.

foleirsPOOR
On Tenth Street

because it was the only
sport offered," she commented.
After living much of her
life on the East Coast, her
family moved to San Jose.
"My entire family is
athletic," she said.
Her brother currently
plays football for Whitworth College in Spokane,
Washington.
When training for track
and cross-country, Poor
runs anywhere from 50 to
80 miles per week. The
agony and pain of running
distance
races
is
something that doesn’t
really bother her.
"Once the gun goes off
for a race, I’m thinking of
where I am in relation to
the other runners," she
stated.
Mental discipline, according to the strider, is
also a large part of running. She related that she
doesn’t dwell on how she
feels when the gets tired,
but rather concentrates on

her "pre-race strategy."
She also manages her
time well since she goes to
school, works part time,
and spends many long
hours working out twice a
day.
An area of Poor’s life
that she enjoys talking
about is the spiritual
emphasis that she now has
in her life. She explained
that sports was her "god,"
and that she was looking
for
recognition
and
achievement that comes
in
competing
from
athletics. But when her
family moved to San Jose,
she had a rather traumatic
experience.
"The school I enrolled at
in high school wouldn’t let
me compete," she related,
"because I hadn’t been a
resident in California for a
specified preriod of time."
She knew sports couldn’t
always satisfy her, and not
being able to compete was
a blow to her ego.
’Sports had always
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Spikester Cyndy Poor (right)
made me secure and confident of myself. I felt
empty not being able to
compete, she said.
According to Poor, she
found that it takes more
than just physical and

The finals will be played on the Carlton Oaks Country Club
a course Vroom terms, "a tight course."
The Spartans will have a slight edge over some of the
teams, because they have played Carlton earlier in the year.
It definitely will help because of our knowledge of the golf
course," Vroom said. "There is a tremendous advantage in
knowing the general layout of the course," he said.
But on the other hand the advantage isn’t isolated with us,
because Florida was there, Houston, USC and a host of the
strongest teams in the nation, so we haven’t gained a great
advantage, just enough to help us."
But playing the course before is just a small portion of
Vroonis’s game plan. Between now and June, the Spartans
will be playing in various tournaments to sharpen their
game.
A week before the NCAA finals, the team will travel to
Tucson, Arizona for the Southwestern Amateur Championships. The Tucson tourney will be a week prior to the
NCAA’s, which Vroom says, "is a good tune-up for us,"
Vroom said.
The team will also be playing the local courses in order to,
-iron out any wrinkles that may develop," according to
Vroom.
Vroom tabbed the University of Flordia as the team to
beat, but also picked USC as a definite threat to repeat as
national champions.
’US(’ is a strong team, with Craig Stadler and Mark Niel,
they have to be considered a co-favorite," he said.
Being the biggest tournament the players have faced all
year, the pressure could be a factor, but Vroom feels confident that the Spartans will be as poised for the finals as they
have been throughout the year.
"There no doubt will be some pressure and a little More
tension because it is the national finals, but the added tension
will go for most of the other teams. I feel they the Spartans
can cope with the pressure, because what they have shown
during the PCAA finals and other tournaments where we
have come through," Vroom said.
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SUMMER IN THE CITY
Community
Advocacy Training Program
Two intensive training sessions that will develop essential skills
needed for the solving of America’s crisis in the cities.
Theoretical and Practical Knowledge:
Grass roots organizing techniques (successful use of existing
resources as basis for change).
.

Administrative know-how through actual experience in directing programs.
Public speaking (training in making public presentations, atriculation of feelings and ideas).
Recruitment of volunteers (motivation through shared experience, orientation to goals, etc.).
Research, analysis, and implementation of solutions to particular problems.
Proposal writing (development of ability to critically analyze
situations and translate perceptions of problems into proposal
form).
Writing and publication (newsletter, press releases, informational
packets).
the more important tools needed by an

Community outreach education (bringing the word of your
experiences to the outside world).
Crisis intervention training (how to handle potentially problem
situations calmly and effectively).
Counseling (simple techniques for resolving of personal problems
through normal interaction).

site cup of coffee at 1 ELEVEN t
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Hustling (one of
organizer).

FREE

MOVIES & LECTURES ON

This summer learn Spanish in the lovely colonial city of Puebla, Mexico. Exceptional learning environment: intensive courses, personalized instruction, experienced instructors from
Universidad Autonoma in Puebla and U. C.
derkeley and two days in Mexico City with
visits to the Museum of Anthropology, the
dallet Folklorico and the pyramids of Teotihuacan. Optional excursions to Veracruz,
Oxaca, Cholula and Papantla. Informal classes
on Mexican history, archeology, anthropology,
ecology and natural history.
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mental
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athletics.
Goals are very important
ot the athlete. Poor’s main
goal in athletics is to go to
the 1976 Olympics in the
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By Terry Day
Jerry Vroom is a guarded optimist.
After watching his young, but experienced golf team take
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association crown in Stockton last
week, he has become more optimistic about the team’s
chances at the National Collegiate Athletic Association finals
next month in San Diego.

How would Vroom like to finish out the year’?
"Fifteen teams and ties make the 36-hole cut, I would be
pleased if we were among those 15. I would also be disappointed if we don’t make it," Vroom said. "As far as finishing
up, I would like to be in the top 10."

A,s()( kited ’,Ilk

Ron Mclain

Spartans eye
national finals

But Vroom refuses to speculate about his teams chances.
"Last year we surprised a lot of teams in the NCAA by
finishing fourth, but that’s because last year’s team played
great golf. This year’s team has the potential to do well, but
I’m not predicting how we are going to finish," Vroom said.

The SJSU soccer team finished out its pre-season play wilt
a win as the Spartans dumped the University of Santa Clan,
1-0 last Saturday at Spartan Stadium.
The game winning point was scored in the second half with:
14 minutes left in the game when the Spartan strikers made a,
frontal assult against the Bronco defenders.
The strikers overcame the defending fullbacks and there
was only a goalie between the Spartans and the game win-.
fling point.
The Spartans pulled the goalie off position and passed off to
Joe Carreto, who smashed the ball into the goal net for the go.
ahead point.
The Santa Clara defenders protested the point claiming the
Spartans were offsides but the head referee ordered the
game to continue.
The Spartans gave the Santa Clara goalie a real workout .
with 12 attempts compared to the five the Santa Clara
strikers attempted against the Spartan goalie Gary St. Clair
and the SJSU defense.
The Spartan soccer team finishes its pre-season schedule!
undefeated with a record of two wins, no losses and two ties. !
Most of the players on the team playing in the pre-season
are expected back for next year’s soccer season.

Offer expires June 1.1974

OH THANK HEAVEN
for the
San Jose State Spartans
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Advocacy (how to determine particular individuals problems,
carrying that problem to social agency for resolution).
Enrollment

in
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Two sessions:

program

June 24
August 5

University

credit;

August 2 (six weeks);
August 30 (four weeks)

COMMUTUTT OF COMMURTTIEZ
CONTACT:

San Jose State University
79 South Fifth Street
San Jose, California 95112
(408) 292-3313
295-1771
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Boaters smash
Santa Clara 1-0

Cyndy Poor--a winner

Faith motivates spiker
pound lift on June 12, 1957,
By Ron McLain
today, amazed the sports world.
In
America
church attendance is on the And his religous faith is
way down. Religion seems equally impressive.
Also, consider Cyndy
to have lost the importance
that it once played in the Poor, a junior at SJSU, who
lives of Americans, ac- combines her faith in Jesus
cording to the latest Gallup Christ with her athletic
ability as a spikester.
Was.
The
21 -year -old
One doesn’t have to look
far to figure out where physical education major
most of the "church goers" presently runs with the San
are on Sundays. They are Jose Cindergals, a San Jcse
at home, watching pro based track team for
sports on television, which women.
To compare Poor with
is an increasingly popular
the likes of Staubach,
"religion."
Several famous athletes Evans, and Anderson, is to
their say that she is one of the
combine
today
religious faith with their best athletes in the United
athletic ability. Take, for States. And she is.
She is the 1973 California
instance, Roger Staubach
of the Dallas Cowboys, or state
cross-country
Norm Evans of the Miami champion. And if that
Dolphins, who both talk wasn’t sufficienet, Poor is
rather eagerly about their also the 1972 and 1973
California
state
880
faith in Jesus Christ.
Then there is Paul champion.
Her interest in athletics
Anderson, the world’s
strongest man, who has stems back to when she
lifted more than any other was in high school.
"I went out for track
person in history. His 6 27

because it was the only
sport offered," she commented.
After living much of her
life on the East Coast, her
family moved to San Jose.
"My entire family is
athletic," she said.
Her brother currently
plays football for Whitworth College in Spokane,
Washington.
When training for track
and cross-country, Poor
runs anywhere from 50 to
80 miles per week. The
agony and pain of running
distance
races
is
something that doesn’t
really bother her.
"Once the gun goes off
for a race, I’m thinking of
where I am in relation to
the other runners," she
stated.
Mental discipline, according to the strider, is
also a large part of running. She related that she
doesn’t dwell on how she
feels when she gets tired,
but rather concentrates on

her "pre-race strategy."
She also manages her
time well since she goes to
school, works part time,
and spends many long
hours working out twice a
day.
An area of Poor’s life
that she enjoys talking
about is the spiritual
emphasis that she now has
in her life. She explained
that sports was her "god,"
and that she was looking
for
recognition
and
achievement that comes
from
competing
in
athletics. But when her
family moved to San Jose,
she had a rather traumatic
experience.
"The school I enrolled at
in high school wouldn’t let
me compete," she related,
"because I hadn’t been a
resident in California for a
specified preriod of time."
She knew sports couldn’t
always satisfy her, and not
being able to compete was
a blow to her ego.
"Sports had always
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Spikester Cyndy Poor (right)
made me secure and confident of myself. I felt
empty not being able to
compete," she said.
According to Poor, she
found that it takes more
than just physical and

Each paperback you sell to Roberts will be
recycled for the beginning of next semester.
Rather than boxing them for sale in mid semester, Roberts gives you the opportunity to save on your book purchases at the
beginning of the semester.
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A week before the NCAA finals, the team will travel to
Tucson, Arizona for the Southwestern Amateur Championships. The Tucson tourney will be a week prior to the
NCAA’s, which Vroom says, "is a good tune-up for us,"
Vroom said.
The team will also be playing the local courses in order to,
"iron out any wrinkles that may develop," according to
Vroom.
Vroom tabbed the University of F’Iordia as the team to
beat, but also picked USC as a definite threat to repeat as
national champions.
"USC is a strong team, with Craig Stadler and Mark Pfiel,
they have to be considered a co-favorite," he said.
Being the biggest tournament the players have faced all
year, the pressure could be a factor, but Vroom feels confident that the Spartans will be as poised for the finals as they
have been throughout the year.
"There no doubt will be some pressure and a little ntore
tension because it is the national finals, but the added tension
will go for most of the other teams. I feel they the Spartans
can cope with the pressure, because what they have shown
during the PCAA finals and other tournaments where we
have come through," Vroom said.
nal=
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This summer learn Spanish in the lovely colonial city of Puebla, Mexico. Exceptional learning environment: intensive courses, personalized instruction, experienced instructors from
Universidad Autonoma in Puebla and U. C.
Berkeley and two days in Mexico City with
visits to the Museum of Anthropology, the Ballet Folklorico and the pyramids of Teotihuacan. Optional excursions to Veracruz,
Oxaca, Cholula and Papantla. Informal classes
on Mexican history, archeology, anthropology,
ecology and natural history.
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SUMMER IN THE CITY
Community
Advocacy Training Program
Two intensive training sessions that will develop essential skills
needed for the solving of America’s crisis in the cities.
Theoretical and Practical Knowledge:
Grass roots organizing techniques (successful use of existing
resources as basis for change).
Administrative know-how through actual experience in directing programs.
.

Public speaking (training in making public presentations, atriculation of feelings and ideas).

.

Recruitment of volunteers (motivation through shared experience, orientation to goals, etc.).
Research, analysis, and implementation of solutions to particular problems.
Proposal writing (development of ability to critically analyze
situations and translate perceptions of problems into proposal
form).
Writingsand publication (newsletter, press releases, informational

Community outreach education (bringing the word of your
experiences to the outside world).
Crisis intervention training (how to handle potentially problem
situations calmly and effectively).

Advocacy (how to determine particular individuals problems,
carrying that problem to social agency for resolution).

Offer good at 7 ELEVEN
345 S 4th Mein San Carlos)

Enrollment
Offer expires June 1.1974

OH THANK HEAVEN
for the
San Jose State Spartans
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August 5

University credit;

August 2 (six weeks);
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San Jose State University
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Counseling (simple techniques for resolving of personal problems
through normal interaction).
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But Vroom refuses to speculate about his teams chances.
"Last year we surprised a lot of teams in the NCAA by
finishing fourth, but that’s because last year’s team played
great golf. This year’s team has the potential to do well, but
I’m not predicting how we are going to finish," Vroom said.
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By Terry Day
Jerry Vroom is a guarded optimist.
After watching his young, but experienced golf team take
the Pacific Coast Athletic Association crown in Stockton last
week, he has become more optimistic about the team’s
chances at the National Collegiate Athletic Association finals
next month in San Diego.

The finals will be played on the Carlton Oaks Country Club
a course Vroom terms, "a tight course."
The Spartans will have a slight edge over some of the
teams, because they have played Carlton earlier in the year.
-It definitely will help because of our knowledge of the golf
course," Vroom said. "There is a tremendous advantage in
knowing the general layout of the course," he said.
"But on the other hand the advantage isn’t isolated with us,
because Florida was there, Houston, USC and a host of the
strongest teams in the nation, so we haven’t gained a great
advantage, just enough to help us."
But playing the course before is just a small portion of
Vroorns’s game plan. Between now and June, the Spartans
will be playing in various tournaments to sharpen their
game.

mental
discipline
in
athletics.
Goals are very important
ot the athlete. Poor’s main
goal in athletics is to go to
the 1976 Olympics in the
880
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national finals

How would Vroom like to finish out the year?
"Fifteen teams and ties make the 36-hole cut, I would be
pleased if we were among those 15. I would also be disappointed if we don’t make it," Vroom said. "As far as finishing
up, I would like to be in the top 10."
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The SJSU soccer team finished out its pre-season play witt
a win as the Spartans dumped the University of Santa Clars
1-0 last Saturday at Spartan Stadium.
The game winning point was scored in the second half with
14 minutes left in the game when the Spartan strikers made a
frontal assult against the Bronco defenders.
The strikers overcame the defending fullbacks and there
was only a goalie between the Spartans and the game winning point.
The Spartans pulled the goalie off position and passed off to
Joe Garrato, who smashed the ball into the goal net for the go
ahead point.
The Santa Clara defenders protested the point claiming the
Spartans were offsides but the head referee ordered the
game to continue.
The Spartans gave the Santa Clara goalie a real workout
with 12 attempts compared to the five the Santa Clara
strikers attempted against the Spartan goalie Gary St. Clair
and the SJSU defense.
The Spartan soccer team finishes its pre-season schedule
undefeated with a record of two wins, no losses and two ties.
Most of the players on the team playing in the pre-season
are expected back for next year’s soccer season.
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